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Abstract: This study aims to describe the implementation of academic supervision in the context of school quality culture. The approach used in this research is quantitative with a descriptive research design. The population and sample of the study were all teachers of Nurul Fikri Serang Islamic Middle School and High School. The analysis technique used is descriptive percentage. Academic supervision activities aim to improve the teacher’s learning process in the classroom. The supervisory activity is carried out by a team of supervisors under the coordination of the school principal. Supervisors have requirements that meet competence according to applicable regulations. The results of collegial-based academic supervision illustrate that aspects of learning in general have very good grades, so they really help teachers in improving the quality of the learning process in class. Collegial-based academic supervision creates a culture of school quality, namely cooperation, democracy, constructiveness, humanism so that overall supervision activities build a culture that is sustainable, especially the quality of learning.
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A. Introduction

School is a function of an effective learning process, leadership, teacher participation, student participation, management, organization etc. Effective learning indicators are curriculum, lesson plans, learning strategies, learning methods, learning media, student involvement in learning, interaction in learning, monitoring and evaluation in learning. Improving the quality of learning can be through teachers who have roles as facilitators, demonstrators, class managers, mediators and evaluators. To touch the needs of students, the roles mentioned above require optimal efforts (Arpah, 2017).

In the school environment, the development of the quality of learning needs to be continuously improved so that a program is needed that helps teachers in a systematic way in improving the learning process. Schools with a highquality culture can be identified from several influencing variables, including school management, learning processes, extracurricular activities, library performance, and
health services through school health initiatives. One of the school programs that aims to help develop the quality of learning is academic supervision.

Supervision is an aid in developing better teaching situations (Shulhan, 2012). Supervision or supervision according to the development of the new world of education is characterized as research, evaluation, improvement (making improvements), assistance (providing assistance), cooperation (cooperation). Where in the past it was more of an inspection to find errors in learning. Educational supervision is coaching or guidance to teaching or educational staff to improve the quality of performance in general, especially to improve the quality of learning. In addition to increasing teacher professionalism, supervision also aims to control quality and increase motivation (Amelia et al., 2022).

Research on educational supervision activities on teacher performance conducted in elementary schools concludes that educational supervision has a positive effect on teacher performance in learning (Nurmawati, 2020; Rifai, 2021; Wasiman & Sumani, 2019). Academic supervision also improves the performance of vocational school teachers (Ajasan et al., 2016; Jumriati, 2017; Wahidah, 2020). Academic Supervision will increase teacher professionalism (Messi et al., 2018). Academic supervision also influences teacher effectiveness and teacher achievement motivation (Wardiah & Kristiawan, 2018). Academic Supervision has a significant and positive influence on the quality of teacher teaching in schools and school culture has a significant and positive influence on school quality (Lian et al., 2020).

The concept of supervision is divided into two parts, namely traditional and scientific. Optimizing the implementation of supervision so that it is in accordance with the existing concept, it is necessary to use the principles of supervision. The principles that must exist in the implementation of supervision are practical, systematic, objective, realistic, anticipatory, constructive, cooperative, kinship, democratic, active, humane, sustainable, integrated and comprehensive (Amelia et al., 2022). The principal has a strategic role in his leadership to help improve the quality of learning through supervision. With managerial skills possessed, the principal must be able to manage existing resources to be able to design forms of academic supervision, especially learning in schools. Collegial supervision or peer supervision is a process in which small teams of teachers use the important components of clinical supervision to help each other grow professionally (Glatthorn, 1990).

School culture can be said to be conducive if it allows the development of the desired student behavior. namely having faith and piety to God Almighty, and having noble character or noble character. What is meant by a conducive school culture is the overall physical background, environment, atmosphere, taste, nature and productive school climate (Hasan, 2014). Quality culture can be defined as a set of norms based
on values and beliefs which are then manifested in behaviors, activities and symbols in schools to achieve the expected and desired level of excellence and how to achieve it in order to create school accountability (Rahmat & Kadir, 2017).

Quality culture is an integral part of organizational culture. Quality culture is naturally connected with elements such as work organization, technology, organizational structure, business strategy and financial decision making (Ehlers, 2009). Quality culture’ can be a tool for asking questions about how things work, how institutions function, who they relate to, and how they see themselves (Lee & Stensaker, 2008). Quality Culture is a value system of an organization that produces conducive environmental conditions in the formation of continuous improvement in terms of quality. Quality Culture consists of values, traditions, procedures and expectations that promote quality. The quality of education is largely determined by the input of students as indicated by the potential of students, the quality of the learning experience which is determined by the professional abilities of the teacher, the quality of the use of learning facilities and school culture which is a reflection of the quality of the principal’s leadership (Ardiansyah & Dardiri, 2019).

The definition of quality culture according to the European University Association is an organizational climate in which groups or staff work together to actually complete their specific tasks. In addition, quality culture has two components, namely: (1) organizational (structural) aspects, which refer to tasks, standards and responsibilities individuals, units and services. and (2) psychological aspects, which refer to understanding, flexibility, participation, hope and emotion (Rahmat & Kadir, 2017).

Reality in the field shows that there are still many principals who do not understand and implement the concept of academic supervision, develop academic supervision programs, carry out academic supervision techniques, apply follow-up academic supervision and have not utilized Information Technology (IT) in implementing academic supervision (Saleh et al., 2019), in addition to that the duties of the principal as a leader and manager have limited time with many assignments being one of the obstacles to academic supervision activities (Pitang & Kamaluddin, 2018). To overcome this problem, supervision of collegial-based class visits can be an option to solve the problem. The purpose of this study was to determine the collegial-based class observation technique academic supervision program in improving the quality of the teacher’s learning process in the classroom which has an impact on the school’s quality culture.

B. Methods

The approach used in this research is quantitative with a descriptive research design. This research was conducted from July to November 2021 using a saturated sample
or total sampling. Saturated sampling is a sampling technique when all members of the population are used as research samples (Sugiyono, 2013). The sample of this research was all teachers of Nurul Fikri Serang Banten Islamic Middle School and High School, totaling 70 people. The instruments developed in this study were questionnaires, observation guidelines, documentation (results of supervision in semester 2 of the 2020/2021 academic year, and in-depth interviews. Questionnaires are used to collect data about the learning process and the implementation of academic supervision. Interviews are used to collect supervision process data that cannot be collected through other instruments. The data analysis technique used in this research was quantitative descriptive analysis technique. Percentage descriptive analysis technique is used to describe the implementation of supervision activities.

C. Results and Discussion

The classroom observation supervision technique is a technique in which the principal or supervisor comes to class to see how the teacher teaches. The purpose of this technique is to obtain data about the actual situation while the teacher is teaching. These classroom observations serve as a tool to encourage teachers to improve their teaching methods and student learning. In this class observation the supervisor can see the implementation of teaching and learning activities, class management, see student learning outcomes, and things that support the implementation of teaching and learning activities. The observation stages include: 1) the preparation stage. At this stage, the supervisor plans the time, goals, and how to observe during class visits. 2) Observation stage during the visit. At this stage, the supervisor observes the course of the learning process. 3) The final stage of the visit. At this stage, the supervisor and the teacher enter into an agreement to discuss the results of the observations. 4) The last stage is the follow-up stage.

The school principal as the person in charge of Teacher Professional Development has managerial skills in learning leadership, the school principal is assisted by the vice principal in the curriculum field: 1) measurable planning; 2) clear organization, 3) effective and efficient implementation, and 4) monitoring and evaluate progress on an ongoing basis. The educational qualifications of all supervisors consist of 30% for the Masters level and 70% for the Bachelors level in accordance with the subjects so that the entire team of supervisors meets the qualifications (100%). The supervisor team was selected from teachers who have certain criteria so that they are considered capable of guiding and directing teacher actions in developing the quality of learning. 93% Supervisor Team already has an educator certificate. Most (100%) of supervisors have work experience of more than 5 years. The criteria for teachers who are appointed as supervisors can be based on years of service, work performance, competence, educational level qualifications, discipline and initiative.
Class observation supervision activities consist of 3 stages, namely: 1). Preparation; 2). Implementation of Supervision by observing learning process activities from beginning to end; 3). Discussion of giving feedback. Based on document data, the process of supervising collegial or peer-based class observation techniques is carried out on a scheduled basis once in one semester, by adjusting the class hours taught by the teacher. Based on the results of documents and interviews, it was obtained data on preparation for activities, namely scheduling which was carried out one month before implementation and making plans for implementing learning along with the tools needed in the form of media, teaching materials etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Supervision Implementation Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors use instruments in the implementation of supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors treat themselves like colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision provides benefits to the teacher’s teaching skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher and supervisor discuss solutions to common problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria: 4 (Very good), 3 (Good), 2 (Enough), 1 (Not Enough)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the data above, overall academic supervision uses instruments in its implementation (98%), only a small proportion of supervisors are unable to use instruments properly (2%). The instrument used must be in accordance with the target to be measured. Implementation of learning must be carried out to achieve Basic Competency which is carried out interactively, inspiring, fun, challenging, motivating students to participate actively, and providing sufficient space for initiative, creativity, and independence in accordance with the talents, interests and physical and psychological development of students.

Implementation of supervision according to most teachers stated that the supervisory team was able to position themselves as very good colleagues (41%) and good (56%), only 3% felt they were quite good. Supervisors must have the ability to convey feedback with communication that is easily accepted by the teacher. Support from colleagues will help develop teaching strategies and adaptation to the school atmosphere. states the implementation of routine collegial supervision in schools in various forms adapted to teacher problems, in particular increasing the exchange of experiences between teachers so that they can be open to each other and establish relationships can improve the quality of learning.

One of the principles of supervising is Humanist, which means being able to create human relations that are harmonious, open, honest, steady, patient, enthusiastic and full of humor. According to Shulhan (2013) the principle of supervision is the provision of assistance and guidance is carried out directly, meaning that those who receive assistance and guidance without being forced or opened their hearts can feel...
alone and commensurate with the ability to be able to cope alone and the atmosphere that occurs during supervision takes place. Reflects the existence of a good work space between the supervisor and those being supervised creating an atmosphere of intimate partnership.

Implementation of supervision provides benefits to teacher teaching skills with very good categories (38% and good (57%) while 5% is sufficient in the category. This shows that the implementation of supervision adds benefits in improving teacher teaching skills. Academic supervision is a series of activities to help teachers develop the ability to manage the learning process to achieve learning goals. The results of the supervision process data 95% of teachers and supervisory teams jointly find solutions to problems. One of the principles of Academic Supervision is cooperation (cooperative). Good cooperation between the principal (supervisory team) and teachers in developing learning. Mutual honing and nurturing in finding solutions to problems in the learning process. Results of collegial supervision research Inter-class visit techniques can improve teacher competence in the learning process (Kariyem, 2016; Kartiwi, 2022).

The results of the interviews stated that obstacles to academic supervision come from external or outside the teacher in the implementation of supervision activities which can be in the form of scheduling failures caused by school activities, misunderstandings between supervisors and teachers, teacher requests that are not ready, so that rescheduling is needed. In addition, technical obstacles also often occur in the form of the availability of wifi signals, inadequate learning media equipment so that the application of the media that has been prepared by the teacher in learning is disrupted. Obstacles that come from internal teachers are the timing of learning activities that are not paid attention to so that sometimes they use additional hours for other subjects.

| Table 2. Results of Teacher Self-evaluation in the Learning Process |
|-----------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Aspect                        | 4%  | 3%  | 2%  | 1%  |
| Implementation of Learning according to Planning | 13% | 65% | 22% | 0%  |
| Varied Use of Media           | 22% | 59% | 19% | 0%  |
| Use of the Cooperative Method | 22% | 52% | 25% | 0%  |
| Learning is done contextually and high-level thinking | 35% | 56% | 10% | 0%  |
| Conducting Learning Evaluation | 25% | 56% | 19% | 0%  |
| Average                       | 23% | 58% | 19% | 0%  |

Criteria: 4 (Very good), 3 (Good), 2 (Enough), 1 (Not Enough).
Table 3. Results of Teacher Supervision Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of the Learning Process</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of Learning in accordance with the lesson plan (RPP).</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using learning media in accordance with learning objectives</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide opportunities for students to ask questions/answer/discuss each other (Cooperative Method)</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide contextual learning activities that can stimulate students to practice higher-level thinking in accordance with learning objectives</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry out the process of evaluating learning indicators</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Criteria: 4 (Very good), 3 (Good), 2 (Enough), 1 (Not Enough)

Table 2 data is the result of the teacher’s self-evaluation of the learning process carried out in class. Aspects of the learning process that are categorized as very good and good are learning plan-based learning (78%), varied media (81%), use of cooperative methods (74%), contextual learning (91%) and conducting learning evaluations of 81%. If averaged, the results of the teacher’s self-evaluation in the learning process are included in the very good category as much as 23% and the good category as much as 58%, so that it can be concluded that the most categories are still at a good level.

Table 3 is a document on the results of teacher performance in the form of class observation supervision results. Supervision results show that all aspects studied have the highest average score in the very good category. In the aspect of learning in accordance with planning has results (93%). Learning plans can help the learning process, trigger learning to be interesting, motivate teachers in teaching, and can increase teacher creativity (Wikanengsih et al., 2015). From the results of the study, lesson plans are needed by teachers to help the learning process run well. The purpose of making an RPP is: (1). Simplify, expedite and improve the results of the teaching and learning process (2). Providing opportunities for educators to design learning according to the needs of students, the abilities of educators and facilities owned by schools (3). By preparing lesson plans in a professional, systematic, and efficient manner, teachers will be able to see, observe, analyze, and predict learning programs as a logical and planned framework.

In the results of table 3, aspects of media use that are in accordance with learning objectives get a very good category at 94%. The function of using media in learning activities is as a carrier of information/learning messages. Each type of learning media has its characteristics, advantages and disadvantages so that systematic planning is needed (Muhson, 2010). Using the right media can optimize learning effectively, increase student interest or motivation (Tafonao, 2018). Using the right learning media will improve student learning outcomes (Novita et al., 2019).
The learning aspect in terms of the use of methods, especially cooperative learning, was carried out very well by 77% of the teachers and 18% in the good category. In general, the use of cooperative-based learning methods is included in the very good category. The use of the cooperative method is one of the methods that makes students learn actively and improves learning outcomes, using the STAD cooperative method in class VII science subjects can increase the value of learning achievement (Hazmiyati, 2018). One strategy in managing effective learning is by grouping where students give each other opinions and respect the opinions of others. In this learning grouping it is also intended for students to be able to socialize with their friends in class (Kartina et al., 2021).

Managing contextual learning situations that can stimulate students’ thinking is that 86% are in the very good category and 12% are in the good category. From these results, learning that is carried out in schools, both in SMP and SMA Islam Nurul Fikri, is contextual based using a higher order thinking skills (HOTS) process. Higher order thinking skills include critical, logical, reflective, metacognitive, and creative thinking (King et al., 2010). Through high order thinking students will be able to clearly distinguish ideas or ideas, be able to argue well, be able to solve problems, being able to construct ideas and ideas, being able to hypothesize and understand complex things to become clearer, and that is demonstrating reasoning abilities (Dinni, 2018).

The evaluation process for learning indicators in the study achieved a score of 78% in the very good category and 13% in the good category. Learning evaluation is used to find out the achievement of learning objectives and helps teachers find out how much students’ absorption is related to the learning process being carried out. Evaluation of learning using quizizz helps increase student learning concentration (Purba, 2019). Creativity in designing learning evaluations is needed to facilitate students in answering assessments and helping teachers to determine the achievement of learning objectives.

Collegial or peer-based academic supervision activities are a strategy carried out by school principals to assist in developing the quality of learning in a sustainable manner. From the results of the table above, collegial-based observation supervision activities really help increase the number of teachers who implement aspects of the quality of the learning process from the average score in the good category to very good. Several studies have concluded that academic supervision activities using observation techniques or class visits by the principal improve all aspects of the learning process (Kadarwati, 2016; Nurmawati, 2020). Academic supervision with a collegial system has a positive and significant relationship with teacher performance (Kariyem, 2016; Kartiwi, 2022; Wariah, 2021). The results of research using a peer-to-
peer consultation model enable class teachers to provide efficient and effective educational programs for students (Glatthorn, 1990).

Supervisors and principals play a major role in creating school culture. The success of school principals in building a conducive school organizational culture is carried out by establishing the best possible collaboration with school members, being attentive, being able to maintain harmony and harmony at work (Samawi et al., 2016). Through collegial-based supervision activities, it creates a culture of cooperation, democratic where the principal does not dominate the implementation of academic supervision, constructive (teachers are motivated to improve the learning process) humane (harmonious, open human relations) so that overall supervision activities build a culture of quality that is sustainable, especially in learning quality. When a quality culture is combined with cultural elements, structural dimensions and competencies into a holistic framework, it will support stakeholders to develop a shared vision, values and beliefs. Communication, Understanding the quality culture of participation, and the combination of top-down and bottom-up interactions, is the key to the success of a quality culture (Ehlers, 2009)

D. Conclusion

Collegial or peer-based supervision activities aim to assist school principals in fostering and guiding teachers on an ongoing basis to improve the teacher’s learning process in the classroom. The results of supervision activities in general describe aspects of the learning process with very good categories. Aspects of a quality learning process are the use of lesson plans, the use of learning media, the use of cooperative methods, contextual-based learning and high order thinking skills, and evaluation in learning. Implementation of collegial-based academic supervision supported by quality principals and a team of competent supervisors will be the main capital in empowering schools to improve the quality of their education. Collegial-based academic supervision activities create a culture of cooperation (collaboration between teachers and school principals), democratic where the principal does not dominate the implementation of academic supervision, constructive (teachers are motivated to improve the learning process) and humane (harmonious, open human relations) so that as a whole collegial-based supervision activities can develop a quality culture that is sustainable, especially in the quality of learning.
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